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Senior Vice President asn' CNO PO. Box 236, Hancocks Bridge, NJ 08038

tel: 856.339.1100 fax: 856.339.1104
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JAN 81 2006

Mr. Samuel Collins
Regional Administrator
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

PSEG METRICS FOR IMPROVING THE WORK ENVIRONMENT
SALEM AND HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATIONS
QUARTERLY REPORT
DOCKET NOS. 50-272, 50-311 AND 50-354

Dear Mr. Collins:

This letter provides a copy of the PSEG Nuclear (PSEG) Safety Conscious Work
Environment (SCWE) metrics for the fourth quarter 2005. PSEG put these
metrics in place to objectively measure the effectiveness of the SCWE
improvements at Salem and Hope Creek Generating Stations. PSEG conducted
an analysis of each metric and decided whether and to what extent the results
warrant additional actions.

In-depth assessments of the work environment were conducted in the first half of
2004. The Business Plan for the remainder of 2004 and for 2005 was revised to'
address the issues identified by these assessments. Business Objectives of
SCWE, Corrective Action Program, Work Management, Leadership
Effectiveness, and Facilities/Housekeeping were developed, with the first three
objectives having the most significant and immediate impact on improving our
work environment. The 2004/2005 Business Plan is now complete, with the
exception of two Facility initiatives (i.e., renovation ,of the Hope Creek cafeteria
and the Salem Instrumentation & Control shop) that will be completed in 2006.

Implementation of the Business Plan initiatives has resulted in substantial and
visible improvements at Salem and Hope Creek Generating Stations. Significant
reductions in maintenance backlogs and significant improvements in
implementation of the Corrective Action Program were achieved. Safety system
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performance improved during 2005 as a result of more effectively managing our
problem resolution processes and most safety system performance indicators
are currently at annual top quartile performance levels. Visible facility
improvements have also been made that improve the material condition of the
stations as well as provide renovated workspaces for our staff.

PSEG recognizes the need to sustain these improvements. Self-assessments of
SCWE and Problem Identification and Resolution (PI&R) processes noted
positive changes in many areas, as well as additional opportunities for
improvement. Subsequent NRC inspection of these areas concluded that
progress has been made in addressing our work environment problems and,
consistent with our self-assessments, noted issues that require additional action
arid focused attention. PSEG will continue to monitor our performance and
utilize the Corrective Action Program to continuously increase the effectiveness
of our improvement efforts.

An overall evaluation of our progress toward sustained performance against the
"pillars' of a healthy SCWE yielded the following results:

Piillar 1: Willingness to Raise Concerns

The metric monitoring this pillar is Total Notifications Generated.

The indicator shows that site personnel continue to write Notifications at a
rate indicative of a low threshold for problem reporting. There was an
increase in the number of notifications generated from 2004 to 2005.
Personnel surveys and interviews conducted during self-assessments
indicate improvement in this area is, in part, due to a greater confidence that
identified problems will be responded to and corrected. Overall performance
of this metric for 2005 reflects the continued confidence of the workforce in
the Corrective Action Program.

Pillar 2: Effective Problem Resolution

The metrics monitoring this pillar are Online Corrective and Elective
Maintenance Backlogs, Corrective Action Problem Resolution, Condition
Report Activities Overdue, Open Condition Report Evaluations with Due Date
Extensions, Repeat Maintenance Issues, Operational Challenges, Unplanned
Shutdown Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO) Entries, Unplanned Non-
Shutdown Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO) Entries, and Safety System
Unavailability (i.e., Emergency Diesel Generators, Auxiliary Feedwater
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System, Chemical Volume Control and Safety Injection System, High
Pressure Injection and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Systems, and Residual
Heat Removal System).

Metrics and equipment performance show that problem resolution has
substantially improved.

Long-standing equipment deficiencies were resolved through a 90 percent
reduction in the online corrective maintenance backlog, which reached the
year-end goal of less than 15 items per unit and reflects top industry
performance levels. Similarly, the online elective maintenance backlog was
reduced by 48 percent, reaching the year-end goal to achieve top industry
performance levels.

Evaluations in the Corrective Action Program continued to be completed in a
timely manner and corrective action quality remained high. The number of
open evaluations in the Corrective Action Program was reduced by 67
percent and the number of open corrective actions was reduced by 59
percent over the course of the year. A sustained focus on the behaviors that
foster effective problem resolution has resulted in metrics that reflect the
positive outcomes of these efforts, including a low frequency of repeat
maintenance and generally low safety system unavailability.

Most safety systems performance indicators remained at annual top quartile
performance levels as a result of more effectively managing our problem
resolution processes. Performance in prior years is causing the three-year
rolling average goal not to be met in some instances. The focus will remain
on sustaining annual top quartile performance levels and improvements are
expected in the three-year rolling average metrics as historical performance
data is replaced.

Facility improvements have also been made, including application of
approximately 450,000 square feet of new plant coatings at the stations and
renovations to the workspaces of more than 40 percent of our staff. This
visible effort reflects PSEG's expectations for the plant material condition as
well as the value placed on improving the workspace for our personnel.

A minor change was made to the metrics for Operational Challenges, that
track the number of plant operational issues warranting response by a multi-
discipline team. An Event Review Team replaced the Operational Challenges
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Response Team previously used for addressing these operational issues
when the applicable procedure was changed to the Exelon Management
Model on December 29, 2005. The two teams are equivalent and the
Operational Challenge metrics have been revised accordingly with the new
terminology.

PRillar 3: Alternate Mechanisms to Raise Concerns

The metric monitoring this pillar is Employee Concerns Program - Concerns
Confidentiality/Anonymity Request.

In 2005, PSEG completed a number of actions to address the results of an
Employee Concerns Program (ECP) self-assessment as well as an NRC
inspection of the program. Overall, ECP continues to provide an effective,
alternate means for identifying issues. During the fourth quarter, there was a
decrease in the number of total contacts and the number of confidentiality
requests. There were also no anonymous concerns. An increase in the usEs

of anonymous Notifications may be contributing to these changes. No
adverse trend was detected. Outreach efforts by the ECP staff continue to
communicate the important elements of this program with the workforce.

Pillar 4: Detection/Prevention of Retaliation & Chilling Effect

The metric monitoring this pillar is Executive Review Board (ERB) Action
Approvals.

In 2005, more than 200 Executive Review Board (ERB) reviews were
performed and none of the proposed personnel actions (e.g., personnel
movements, discipline) had retaliation or chilling effect implications, which
demonstrates strong performance in this pillar. ECP data showed a
significant decrease in retaliation/discrimination issues in the fourth quarter.
This is the third consecutive quarter where the frequency of these types of
issues declined. Management actions continue to reflect a sound
understanding of and respect for the work environment.

In summary, performance in each pillar has shown substantial improvement due
to implementation of many initiatives, including the 2004/2005 Business Plan.
FSEG's ability to resolve problems has substantially improved, resulting in
improvements to the work environment, facilities, and safety system
performance. Continued active and open communications with personnel at all
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levels in the organization, operating standards reflective of top industry
performance levels, clear accountability for personnel and organizational
behaviors, and strong performance in the Work Management and Corrective
Action Programs will demonstrate PSEG's ability to sustain these improvements.

PSEG will continue to monitor its progress and report quarterly to the NRC. If
you have any questions, please contact Darin Benyak, Regulatory Assurance
Director, at 856-339-1740.

Sincerely,

Attachment
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C U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Mr. S. Bailey, Project Manager Salem & Hope Creek
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 08B1
Washington, DC 20555-0001

USNRC Senior Resident Inspector - HC (X24)

USNRC Senior Resident Inspector - Salem (X24)

Mr. K. Tosch, Manager IV
Bureau of Nuclear Engineering
PO Box 415
Trenton, NJ 08625
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EXECUTIVE REVIEW BOARD (ERB) ACTION
APPROVALS

Updated: Monthly

=xeculry R-a1i uL - (L i -i- Ui ;-;--Zc
personnel actions to ensure no retaliation or
chilling effect implications.

I Chart Owner

Safety Conscious Work Environment Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

2004 The Executive Review Board (ERB) was established to ensure that no adverse action is taken or
perceived to be taken against site personnel for raising nuclear safety issues. This Board reviews

20 f- significant proposed discipline. promotions. transfers and terminations for PSEG employees and

ien_ 1& 6supplemental (contract) personnel.

! 15 , ~Reporlingdata entry |1 [ 1
> 1 ~~~starts in April | 1 It11I i 0

8 10 -- Il l1 AnabsiXs: During the 4th Quarter of 2005. PSEG conducted 64 ERBs. None were 'Objected To' or
to 7 'l!Tabled' and there is no adverse trend. This is a 100% success rate for the Quarter and 98% success
;4 5 4..4_ rate for the year. Actions taken in this area have been effective. Furthermore, no retaliatory issues

3 were identified in 2005.

0 0 0 0 0 0 MO017°L Actions: Continue to monitor for trends and communicate ERB applicability.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ott Nov Dec

a Total cases rlApproved Cases|

i ~Jb J
35 33- 31

31

!30- -_
27 27 27 27 * Total Cases

, 2- 23 -

20--

15 16 16 15 6 6 oApproved Cases

10----r is -[- -[ ,WU 12 12 12 12 12

10 J M

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Doec

Saleme Hope Creek
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The number of Employee Concerns Program
EMPLOYEE CONCERNS PROGRAM - concerns filed anonymously/confidentially versus

CONCERNS Updated: Monthly total number of concerns per month. Chart does not
include NRC 30-day requests.

CONFIDENTIALITYIANONYMITY
REQUEST

Chart Owner

Employee Concerns Program Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

oThis metric shows the total number of concerns brought to the Employee Concerns Manager. This is an
0 5alternate means to have issues addressed outside of line management.

50 1

40 Analysis: There were no adverse trends for the 4th Quarter. There were zero anonymous concerns
33 submitted to the Employee Concerns Program in the 4th Quarter. There was one concern in the 4th

30 - __ ___ . - _____- Quarter, where Confidentiality was requested. Overall for 2005, the numbers of Anonymous and
Confidential concerns in the 4th Quarter is much lower than the first three quarters of the year.

9 20 - ---..- - - Implementation and increasing use of the Anonymous Notification process may be contributing to this
12 reduction. There have been two requests for Confidentiality in each of the months in 2005 with the

10 ---- exceptions of January. February, October, November and December.
_ ~2-

o Actions: No actions required.
2003 2004

|0 Confidentialty Requested U Anonymnous Total Number of concerns

20

1 18

B 12 - --- ------- -- - ---- --------- Concerns

us 1 0-................. . ...... .................... .......... A. .l...

16 8 Monthly Anonymou

:CU-lA.. ... .... . .................. |l...... 7 .. 7 ..... Confidentiality
1 * 6 * 6 6 -6 6 * __6 6 Requested

444_ -4 Monthly Total ofOpe

4 -a12 -3 - I -_-_____-_ - 1- - -- Concerns

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Updated: Monthly Total notrifations generated on a monthly basis.

TOTAL NOTIFICATIONS GENERATED

Chart Owner 3Q2005 4Q200

Corrective Action Program Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

Site personnel write a no2fic0at on in the Corrective Action Program (CAn ) to identify an issue that

needs attention. This metric illustrates the total number of notifications written each month by site
personnel. Monitoring ensures that the volume of s nis consistent with expected trends, based

3.000 on past performance as well as industry perspective.

3Z5000
a25 -- -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __

z 2000.588- -- - A

50 ,1 - - _ averagefor the4thQuarterof2005was214.Thisiscomparabletoprevious4th

a1,000 _a__Quarters in 2004, at 2301 and 2003, at 1935. In December, the initiation rate decreased below the
X _ _ _ . vlues in comparable months in past years. This decrease was anticipated based on improved plant

c 500 _ _1 performance that allowed personnel to take vacation inDecember. There is noadverse trend. The

0 o - 2005 yearly average was 2218.

20z02 2003 2 04 Atons: Continued monitoring of this area will be performed.

3,5oo

3.2 5-

1 3,DO7 - -- *--- - _ - _

75D - - ll - -A - ---- --- -r_-- _
i 750MJnJu Sep O

Z25 2a a ar Arr Ma255u AgSpOc o e

Salen.Hope Creek
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Chart Owner

2004

. . = .... ... ,= __
gArialsis The year-end goal of c 45 has been met.

: . cton.Sustain performance at or below goal.

a 1 4g 42!a1 F~l a ~2 4 e s ;or,4 ri n s! g 1
U) 00000= .1 Au Goa c

1 -HOActual C-S2ACtual E=81 Actual -,-O-oal I

4Jl Good
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0
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r S2 Backlog

HC Baclog
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ONLINE ELECTIVE MAINTENANCE BACKLOG I Updated: Monthly

_ _ 1 1Th number of open online elective maintenance work

I .1 ......

302005 .40 05Chart Owner
4-

Salem Maintenance Manager and Hope Creek Maintenance Manager Goal: 1,200 by year end

2004

2.750

2.500

2.250

2.000

1,750

k 1,500

n 1.250

1.000

750

500

250

0

This metric measures the total backlog of on-line elective maintenance. These are items that do NOT have
an impact on plant operations and can be fixed while the unit is in service. Benchmarking indicates the
industry median at 1450, with top performance at 1200 for the site. The goal is to achieve top performance
by the end of 2005.

Analysis The year-end goal of 51.200 was met.

lActions: Sustain performance at or below goal.

=; ~zNVZ!92 R9VRcnn ~Z1 etoco ., q a. cC2 9;:z;
-: fr..-!: 'A tt C &I tIttt Art rC C ed . ..e 9
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'a l Good
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| SZ Backlog

HC BacklIog

- Ske Goal
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SalemNfte Creek
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The percent of corrective action closures

CORRECTIVE ACTION PROBLEM determined to be acceptable by Corrective Action
Updated: Monthly Closure Board review, based on the problem

RESOLUTION resolution criteria. The performance indicator is a

Char O e monthly value.

Chart Owner 32005 5

Corrective Action Program Manager Goal: 96%

2004 Site personnel write a notification in the Corrective Action Program (CAP) to identify an issue that needs

100Y. 95%94%-94- 1 000 attention. This metric tracks the quality of the corrective actions that resulted with a goal of greater than

90% 8900 or equal to 96% Closure Board acceptance rate, meaning the correct actions resulted from the

8% 2 800 notification. Items that are not accepted by the Board are not closed until the issue is reworked and the
80% 00 Bardapproves.

70% 700

-a 80% -00

50% 500 G

7- 40% .- 400 e Analysis: The Corrective Action Closure Board acceptance rate results were within goal for the 4th

n 30% - - 300 z Quarter of 2005. Specific closure failures continue to be addressed by their department management

20% ---- Reportingidata entry 200 and personnel. No trends are evident.

10% _ _ starts in March 1 00

0% - Actions: Continue implementation of the CAP Excellence Plan to sustain performance at or above goal.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Goal _ Actual -- NumberReviewed

7100Y 98%/ 95°h 6 97% 99 ----986-----8b~---9%---- 0

1 00

90% 600 IActual

o -U-Number
400 Reviewed

80% 300 Goal 96%

200

100

70% 0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Pr rren!2-9 e rt.-c!eqr Cendaitin P~annrt

activties overdue on a monthly basis,CONDITION REPORT ACTIVITIES OVERDUE Updated. Monlthsy - measured as activities with an actual
finish date occurring after the due date.

Chart Owner 3Q2005 4

Corrective Action Program Manager Goal: 5%

i AaSite personnel wriO e a notificaron in our Correcmive Action Program (CAP) to identify an issue
2004tat needs attention. This metric tracks the timeliness of our review and corrective actions by

1n2Y19 os 0 measuring the percentage overdue, with a goal of less than or equal to 5%.
lo ao-% -rb -

b Actions Continue implementation of the CAP Excellence Plan to sustain performance at orJan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec below goal.

Monthly Overdue -- Ooalll

12%-

Good
10% _-_ __

8%- 8%

o in Monthly
__-____ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ _ _ __Overdue

X 4%ii _ G°4o %o 4'

2| 2a 2- Mar -- May - -

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

SalenC-Afe Creek
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1The number of due date extensions approved for

OPEN CONDITION REPORT open Nuclear Condition Report evaluations.

EVALUATIONS WITH DUE DATE EXTENSIONS Updated: Monthly

Chart Owner 302005 42

Corrective Action Program Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

.00 Site personnel write a notificationX in the Corrective Action Program (CAP) to identify an issue that
160 200 needs attention. This metric looks at the timeliness of review and corrective actions by tracking the

140 - e t n May - 98 Anaumsis: Evaluations w ith due date extensions continue to be low. There is no adverse trend.
12 0 -

Ja Fe Ma A.r Ma Ju Ju AgSe ctNv e Actions: Continue implementation of the CAP Excellence Plan.

* Monthly Totall

100

'" 60 _ __ --.- _ ____ __________

i So - _ ____ _ _ __ _ startsIn___ _ Motal
t40 - Evalu...a _ .... . ....... ._ _ t. Total _ no _ trend.

20 3 - -_ _ - _-_ __.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug ep Oct NOV o Dec

SLemDHqpe Creek
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SALEM UNIT I REPEAT MAINTENANCE ISSUES Updated: Monthly jh ub frpa njlnneise dniido

Chart Owner QO I
Salem Maintenance Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

This metric monitors the number of issues that were not fixed correctly the first time on safety-related
2OC14equipment. Items that have been fixed and need to be reworked within twelve months are tracked. This metric

-0 --- is to ensure a reduction as the corrective action program improves.

35 _____ ____________ -__ There is no adverse trend. There were a total of five Repeat Issues in the 4th Quarter. An evaluation

30-of hes-isues for commonalities was performed. Two issues associated with maintenance practices were
W 5- __ eotntaa~ssietfe.but no trend was evident.

2 1 .iut_ 24 2 Acis:Te items identified in the 4th Quarter are being addressed in the Corrective Action and CorrectiveLILJ -Maintenance Programs and actjons are being implemented. Equipment reliability will be enhanced through the
Ja-4Fb0 Mw-04 'Apr-04 'May-04 .Jur-04 .Jd-04 Aug-04 Sep-04 Oct-04 Noy-04 De-0 Plant Health Committee and anry deficiencies will be corrected.

20-

is-

14 14

olO .. - . . . ...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . .

Monthly
~ 8 * - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ U A ctual

4 4

4 -32

2 -------
0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Noy Dec

in~ Creek
10



Ine number of repeat maintenance issues identified on
l _ _ safety-related equipment.

SALEM UNIT 2 REPEAT MAINTENANCE ISSUES Updated: Monthly s e

Chart Owner 3Q 2005

Salem Maintenance Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

This metric monitors the number of issues that were not fixed correctly the first time on safety-related
2004 equipment. Items that have been fixed and need to be reworked within twelve months are tracked. This

so - metric is to ensure a reduction as the corrective action program improves.

§t 40 - -- _ -- .._ _- -=. -- .-- -- - ....- -. -._ _ _- - -=

30 - _ Analysis: There is no adverse trend. There were five repeat Maintenance Issues in the 4th Quarter. all in the
. 25 -- __ -month of October. Two issues were associated with Radiation Monitor failures. This equipment is on the

X20 -- | dataentry sTop 1 O.Ust for equipment reliability issues.

- In . -. Actions: The items identified in the 4th Quarter are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Corrective
o Maintenance Programs and actions are being implemented. Equipment reliability will be enhanced through

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec the Plant Health Committee and any deficiencies will be corrected.

20

| is Mnthl*Acctua

Bo -- '----7---- - -~ -__ .______

4-3

00

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

SaUemNHope Creek
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The number of repeat maintenance issues identified on

HOPE CREEK REPEAT MAINTENANCE ISSUES Updated: Monthly

Chart Owner 302005

Hope Creek Maintenance Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

2004 This metric monitors the number of issues that were not fixed correctly the first time on safety-related

oequipment. Items that have been fixed and need to be reworked within twelve months are tracked. This metric
is to ensure a reduction as the corrective action program improves.

50 - .__ ... .. . .......-..... .- ...... . __

~45 . . .-.--. . . ..

40 - - - -. . .. -.- _-... _ _.__ - .--- : There is no adverse trend. There were a totoal of 12 repeat Maintenance issues in the 4th Quarter.
-At evaluation of these issues for commonaities was performed and no trend was evident.!0 - _ - Actions: The items identified in the 4th Quarter are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Corrective

g 25 ._. ..... . .. Maintenance Programs and actions are being implemented. Equipment reliability will be enhanced through the
20 Reportingidata entry starts _ - { 4 Plant Health Committee and any deficiencies will be corrected.

10- - -i -14 -

5 _-_.-_..____-._____--..- -. : -i -

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr may Jun Jut Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

MonthtyActual

20

15 --- -.-.-.- * . - .- .- ...--.-.-...- - -- --.-..-.---.--.-..--.---- ----.----.--- --.-.---.

5 13

Monthly
M Actuat

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Salen Hope Creek
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: IThe number of plant operational issues that warant
; _ _ implementation ofthe Event Response Team.

SALEM UNIT I OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES Updated: Monthly m o h

Chart Owner 302005

Salem Plant Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

2004 A procedure was established to allow operating crews to request additional assistance to address
5 emergent issues. These are called Operational Challenges.' This metric measures the number of times

each month operators engage this assistance. The goal is to minimize the challenges to the operating
4 - crews. By tracking and reviewing the challenges, common causes and potential trends can be

a investigated.

7;- 3 __ _ _|_

- 2 - _ _ _ Analysis: No adverse trend has been identified. There were two Operational Challenges initiated in the 4th
FReporindat eni;1 3 3 Quarter. For the year there were 18 Operational Challenge Responses/Event ResponseTeams for Unit 1

2i . starts In Ap r i -l. 2 | 2 2 * 2 or an average of 1.5 per month compared to an average of two per month for 201)4.

| Actions: Maintain focus on equipment reliability improvements to minimize Operational Challenges.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

l MonthlyTotal

I -

s ......-.-- -.--- ' -''------- '- -

U Monthly Total

4 ~ . - . ..- .... ......... ......-

1 ___.. ----- -~- -2I ~-- -- .- ~ .--- -- 2- ~~~~!~~- g-~-177711 -0 ~--

n i

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

SaUemNHope Creek
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Inub ant operational issues that warrant
SALEM UNIT 2 OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES Updated: Monthy ..........

(Includes Unit 2, Unit 3, and Common) I

Chart Owner 3 05 I_

Salem Plant Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

A procedure was established to allow operating crews to request additional assistance to address
2004 emergent issues. These are called 'Operational Challenges.' This metric measures the number of times

each month operators engage this assistance. The goal is to minimize the challenges to the operating
crews. By tracking and reviewing the challenges. common causes and potential trends can be
investigated.

4 -_____

3a . ... _ ._ ._ .___._ ........ ...... - ...... .... .. .. ..... .._... .. nlss oavre r n a enietfe. ..... .... .n Operaiona .....ng iniiaedin.he4t
AnPiss:No adverse trend has been identified. There was one Operational Challenge initiated in the 4th
Quarter. For the year there were 15 Operational Challenge Responses/Event Response Teams for Unit 2

2 2 | 4 | |j_ - for an average of 1.25 per month compared to an average of 1.9 per month for 2004.
lReportrngidata entivl3

Itrsn April
0.. ... -2

1 n Actions: Maintain focus on equipment reliability improvements to minimize Operational Challenges.

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

l MonthlyTotal

4

3 - - . .... .... ... . .. ........ . ...... .___.___. __.._ ... _.... .. ___.......... .. . ..

| * Monthly Total

2 - 2 2 2 ---- - - - '- .' ---.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Salen }Hope Creek
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; r I Th number of plant operational issues that warrant

HOPE CREEK OPERATIONAL CHALLENGES Updated: Monthly

Chart Owner 3Q20425

Hope Creek Plant Manager Goal: No Adverse Trend

2004 A procedure was established to allow operating crews to request additional assistance to address
2004 emergent issues. These are called 'Operational Challenges.' This metric measures the number of times

each month operators engage this assistance. The goal is to minimize the challenges to the operating
crews. By tracking and reviewing the challenges. common causes and potential trends can be

4 _investigated.

3 - ...... . .... . ... na is: No adverse trend has been observed. There were two operational challenges initiated in the 4th
,Quarter. For the year there were 1 8 Operational Challenge Responses/Event Response Teams for an

2 average of 1.3 per month compared to an average of 1.1 per month in 2004.
i 2 - ReportingIdata entlr y- -_ ... 4LI starns In April Actions: Maintain focus on equipment reliability improvements to minimize Operational Challenges.

I - _. . -,-,,-. -.-.-. ___......-. _.... ..._ -- 2l .. _

00 0 0 0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

| MonthlyTotal l

I

_ _ _ . _.....____ _ _._ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ __.................................. ... __...

1 _3___ __l_

De

|Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Augi Sep Oct Nov Des

Mem�Nfte Cm*,
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IThe number of Unplanned Shutdown Technical
SALEM UNIT 1 UNPLANNED SHUTDOWN . peCication Lusniirlij i Und 1-(. U,

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION (LCO) Updated: Monthly (LCOS) entered during the month.

ENTRIES _ *
Chart Owner 3Q 2005 4Q 2005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 2 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2004 (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a shutdown LCO,

8 meaning the equipment must be fixed in a defined period of time, or unit shutdown is required. This
metric measures the unplanned entries made at Salem Unit 1. compared to the expected number at top
performing nuclear units (less than or equal to 2/month).

| 08 -____....-----__ ___....-.--_........_...-...__. .. ____

4 - -.--. _ ..-.... Analysis: For the 4th Quarter 2005. there were 11 unplanned shutdown LCOs on Unit 1. The goal of two
ILCOs per month was not met. Evaluations of the failures were conducted and no trends were identified.

2 Ations: These issues are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Equipment Reliability Programs.

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

i Monthly Shutdown LCOs Monthly
Shutdown
LCOC Ooal

10 |Good

. _.. .. _........ ... ...... ... ... .............. .... ...... .... . .. ... ., ................. .. . .... .... - - - .. . .... ..... . ............. ..... ..... . ...... __ .. _._.._. . ......... ., ... ... _ .........................................

| - - -__ ___ _________ _Monthly
i o Shutdown LCOs

= E_ Il~l _----- Monthly

0 -l - _ _ - I-- LCOs Goal
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IThe number of Unplanned Non-Shutdown Technical

SALEM UNIT I UNPLANNED NON-SHUTDOWN Specification Urniting Conditions of Operation
I (LCOs) entered during the month.LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION (LCO) Updated: Monthly

ENTRIES

Chart Owner 30200

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 6 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2004 (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a non-shutdown LCO,

!_ meaning the equipment must be fixed in a defined period of time, or you are required to take
is20 . compensatory measures. This metric measures the unplanned entries made at Salem Unit 1. compared
is __ to the expected number at top performing nuclear units (less than or equal to 6/month).

CO 12t
) 10. ___ .___

I145 _
5  4 5 4 4 Analsis: Forthe4th Quarter. there were a total of 13 Unplanned Non-Shutdown LCOs. The monthly

0 . goal for the r was met. Evaluations of the failures were conducted and two adverse trends noted
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec were in Waste Gas Analyzer and Radiation Monitor performance.

Actions: The Waste Gas Analyzer and Radiation Monitor performance issues are being addressed in the
Monthly Non - Shutdown LCOs sMonthyI St Quarter of 2006. All issues are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Equipment Reliability

Non- Shutdo-wnPrgas
l. LCsoal | Programs.

10
Good

u L -=- Monthly Non -
Shutdown LCOs

I .,

Ja- -____ _ __-_. -_-__._.._._._ ..........F..........aM y...........J....... ............. N D.....

2 0XXfl SH1 4l 4 _ ^- LCOs Goal ll
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SALEM UNIT 2 UNPLANNED S-HU'IL) Wi'iN tsecitridation LIn,,iiF.I> CC ......... ,ii V.

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION;(LCO) Updated: Monthly (LCOs) entered during the month.

ENTRIES _

Chart Owner X32005 402005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 2 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2004 (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a shutdown LCO.

S - meaning the equipment must be fixed in a defined period of time. or unit shutdown is required. This
metric measures the unplanned entries made at Salem Unit 2. compared to the expected number at top
performing nuclear units (less than or equal to 2/month).

4 - -- -- Ana lvss: There were seven Unplanned Shutdown LCOs in the 4th Quarter. The goal of two per month
was l not met. Evaluations of the failures were conducted and no trends were identified.

i 1 Actions: These issues are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Equipment Reliability
2 2

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Monthly Shutdown LCOs uMontdhY
shutdown
LCOs Ocial

10

… --- --i -*---- . _ _-_ _- - . -- - ___ _ _ _ .- -- - - - - - -- ~ - - i .. G o

Lu
_Monthly Shutdown

LCOs
_ 4 - ---------- .-........ ........ .

2 - Shutdown
2 E= |LCOs Goal

0 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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SALEM UNIT 2 UNPLANN iL) NON-.IHUT I LJ_.11JVVEI'- Iecnfica bjQPCI11tb;WI1 l

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION I(LCO) Updated: Monthly Operation (LCOs) entered during the month.

ENTRIES- 45

Chart Owner 3Q2005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 6 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory CommissionF]2004 (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a non-shutdown LCOT
o - manin theequipment must be fixed in a defined period of time. or you are required to take

_ compensatory measures. This metric measures the unplanned entries made at Salem Unit 2,
B ----- -- --- - - -- -- --.----- -- ....... ___.. __ .... _compared to the expected number at top performing nuclear units (less than or equal to 6/1month).

4 - _ nlss or the 4th Quarter, there were a total of 1 6 Unplanned Non-Shutdown LCOs. The monthly
_ 6 goal this Quarter was met. In December 2005, the monthly goal was not achieved due to the eight

5 5failures incurred. Evaluations of the failures were conducted and one trend was noted in Waste Gas
22 Analyzer performance.

]- Actions: The Waste Gas Analyzer performance issues are being addressed in the 1 st Quarter of 2006.
Jan Feb Mar Ar May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec All issues are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Equipment Reliability Programs.

! * Monthly Non - Shutdown LCOs Months
Non- Shutdown
LCos Goal

10

Good

au -- =-, -E

- -a -- 10 -p May_ _ - --- 'Monthly Non-

6 I

2 - 4 - _ - - ---- -- Non -
Shutdown
LCOs Goal
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*The number of Unplanned Shutdown Technical
HOPE CREEK UNPLANNED SHUTDOWN Specification Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs)

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION (LCO) Updated: Monthly iui R entered duringthemonth.

ENTRIES

Chart Owner 302005 4a2005

Hope Creek Site Engineering Director Goal: 2 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
10 (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a shutdown LCO. meaning

the equipment must be fixed in a defined period of time, or unit shutdown is required. This metric
B - - measures the unplanned entries made at Hope Creek. compared to the expected number at top performing

nuclear units (less than or equal to 2lmonth).

4 -
|o B Anaysis: There were a total of 10 Unplanned Shutdown LCOs in the 4th Quarter. The goal of two per
5 2 H month was not met. Three of the failures were attributable to a single intermittent electronic failure

associated with the Drywell Leak Detection Noble Gas Radiation Monitor that is now corrected.
0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Actions: These issues are being addressed in the Corrective Action and Equipment Reliability Programs.

Monthly Shutdown LCOs - Sht-Montlly
Shutdown
LCos Goal

10

-9 l =- _ _ _ _ _ i__ _ _ _ _ | _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ G oodl

__Monthly Shutdown
LCOs

4 - -- -- ... .... - *- -----------

2 |Shutdown
LCOs Goal
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lienumber of Unplanned Non-Shutdown TechnicalI
HOPE CREEK UNPLANNED NON-SHUTDOWN Specification Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCOs)
LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION (LCO) Updated: Monthly entereddunngthemonth.

!ENTRIES -_ _
Chart Owner 302005

Hope Creek Site Engineering Director Goal: 6 per Month

Nuclear plants are operated under a fundamental set of rules from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
a (NRC) called Technical Specifications. Certain rules require operators to enter a non-shutdown LCO.

meaning the equipment must be fixed in a defined period of time, or you are required to take compensatory
measures. This metric measures the unplanned entries made at Hope Creek, compared to the expected

6 B nnumber at top performing nuclear units (less than or equal to 6/month).

C,
_ 4 - iI ___ _

_____ Analysis: There were a total of four Unplanned Non-Shutdown LCOs for the 4th Quarter. The goal of six
C2 Jf |3 3 per month was met.

1 1 _ Actions: Sustain performance at or below goal.
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Monthly Non- Shutdown LCOs .1--Monthly
Non- Shutdown
LCOs Goal

10 m
_ __ __-Good

r-MNonthly Non -
uu a Shutdown LCOs

T Shutdown

H 4 M-,M-aMugonthly
3 ET1 ET EDLCOs Goal
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I IThe sum of the planned and unplanned hours that the

SALEM UNIT 1 EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR Emergency Diesel Generators were not available.UN V IAB T Updated: Monthly
UNAVAILABILITY._

| Chart Owner 3Q2005 4Q2005

21.9 hours per monthSalem System Engineering Manager Goal: (3-onth soiling average)

i Nuclear plants are designed with a se ries of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
10 eove from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Emergency Diesels are out of

service. compared against industry top quarble. The total represents the sum of the unavailable hours of the three
79 Emergency Diesel Generators at Salem Unit 1. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

C Anai Salem Unit 1 Emergency Diesel Generator unavailability was 19.1 hours versus a goal of 21.9 hours on a
26 35-month rolling average. The goal was met in December 2005 as projected.

25 -

7 Actions: Sustain performance at or below goal.

0 2002 2003 2004

75-

70 _-__ _ . Good

60 - ___- __-__-__
55

s0 -- _ Monthly
c_ __ ____ __.__ Actual

.35 - __ __ _==_ _ _ X .____ ______ -36 Month
j30 ____ 27_0 - 243_ _ ___

25 -- ----- Actual

20 --

10 Industry To
6 __. __ __ _ _ _ _ _ Quartile

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Noy Dec
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SALEM UNIT 2EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOREmrec islenaoswrenLydauu

UNAVAILABILITY' Updated: Montly mt8lyQebfO~1!Wrf~daIuu

Chart Owner 3Q 2005
SlmSystem Engineering Manageral:21.9 hours per month

SaemGol:(36-m1onth soiling average)

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Emergency Diesels are out of

40 -service, compared against industry top quartile. The total represents the sum of the unavailable hours of the three
Emergency Diesel Generators at Salem Unit 2. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

~~24
Salem Unit 2 Emergency Diesel enerator unavailability was 12.3 hours versus a goal of 21.9 hours on a

136-month rolling average. The goal was met.
10

Acin:Sustain performance at or below goal.

a
2002 2003 20

. -0-..--. - .- - .- -- ------ - -- - --- . ----- ... . --- - . .-.----- .. ....~. - - ] Good

60

l i - . . .- - . . .- -. . - -. - .--------. .. - ...--.. -.. - . . - - -. - . . ..- - . . - . - - - -.----.-

!2 -- -Monthly Actual

____ ___ ____ - - - -36 MonthIA 30 --- olling Actual

16. * -1.919 . 2.36 Month
10 - - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.- Industry Top

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ uartile
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sumoftheplannedandunplannedhoursthatthe

HOPE CREEK EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR Emergency Diesel Generators were not available.

UNAVAILABILITY Updated: Monthlyjf_ _ _ _
Chart Owner 3Q 2005 4a 2005

Hope Creek System Engineering Manager Goal: 292 hours per month

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
so0 removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Emergency Diesels are out of

service, compared against industry top quartile. The total represents the sum of the unavailable hours of the four
5 - 126 Emergency Diesel Generators at Hope Creek. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

<D *00 ._ ...............- -......- _. ___ ... . - . -_.._ . -.- -_ _ -_.. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Analysis: Hope Creek Emergency Diesel Generator unavailability was 30.4 hours versus a goal of 29.2 hours on a
75 ... .. _. _._._.- _ - .._._. 36-month rolling average. The goal was not met for the 36-month rolling average due to the impact of the previous

performance in 2002 & 2003. In the 4th Quarter 2004, extensive actions were completed to improve diesel generator
_ _ 49 s o _ -__ reliability. Based on current level of performance and good reliability, the goal will be met by June 2006.

30 The unavailability hours in the 4th Quarter were due to scheduled maintenance.

o Actions Continue to maintain a high level of availability.

2002 2003 2004 2005

75 68.2 Good
702 .-- _._ .- .. _ ._. … ...... . . _... Go
655 ~ - - * _ - _ _ 639__s>
60 -_

iMonthly Actua
O - . - --.------ ---.------.------- -

" 40-
35 -- -* -36 Month
30 i .__ ___ ._ .. - Rolling Actual
25---------.------.-- - --------------.-----.-. ._ ....... .. . .... ...... _ ..... . ... .......... ....... ........ ............. ..... ..
20 . .. .-.-

15s -~-i-36 Month
10 ----_-- Industry Top

- .______ Quartile
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: _ - 1The sum of the planned and unplanned hours that the

SALEM UNIT I AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM xiiiaryieerwaxerSystemswullIi

UNAVAILABILITY U Mon f

Chart Owner 3 05O 40 2005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 74 hours peramonth

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be

125 removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Salem Unit 1 Auxiliary
Feedwater System is out of service compared against industry top quartile. The total represents the sum of the
three Auxiliary Feedwater Systems on Salem Unit 1. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

. .. ..-'.. ...... .--......-..--.- .

7 75
,_s Salem Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater unavailability was 44.2 hours versus a goal of 7.4 hours on a 36-month
rolg average. The goal was not met this Quarter due to the impact of previous system performance. The goal

5 _ annual basis and sustaining this level of perfo0mance will allow top quartile to be achieved byJanuary

25 ____ __ @ _23 Actions: Corrective actions implemented relative to scheduling maintenance during refueling outages will continue to
a _improve system availability.

0o-
2002 2003 2004

50 - 4bJ
M - - - - 44.5 44.5 44.2

* Good

40 __-I

Monthly

30- _ ....-- ._. _-.-_._ _ _*__*.*_._._._*....... __ ._ ..-__*_ _-__._-.-**-***-.... .. ............ ......... ... Actual

_m -36 Month
20 - Rolling

Actual

|10 - .__ __ ___ . . 36 Month
- L Industry
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SALEM UNIT 2 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM Auxiliary Feedwater Systems were not available.

UNAVAILABILITY Updated: Montt l

Chart Owner 342005 402005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 7A hours per month

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
20 -removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Salem Unit 2 AuDiliary

Feedwater System is out of service compared against industry top quartile. The total represents the sum of the
three Auxdliary Feedwater Systems on Salem Unit 2. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

I 1 13 12__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

12

10 - - __ _ _

_ ._i Salem Unit 2 At2iliary Feedwater unavailability was 7.5 hours versus a goal of 7A hours on a 36-month
rolling average. The goal was not met this Quarter due to the impact of previous performance. The goal was met

5 n an annual basis and sustaining this performance will allow top quartile to be achieved by February 2006.

Actions: Correcti ve actions implemented relative to scheduling maintenance during outages will increase system

2002 2003 2004

50 - Good

40 ---. _--._.. ..------.--.. ._ _._ -- -- -_. .... _*_ . .-. ..... ....... ... . Monthly
Actual

30 -

- E-36 Month
Rolling

I i 20 - __ __ _.__ _ ____ _ _ Actual

10.1 11.3 97Z-36 Month

10 . . 7 Industry
l t - . Top

Quartile
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_ T Ihe sum of the planned and unplanned h..,. that te19

HOPE CREEK RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM Residual HeatRemal Systems were not avajiable.
UNAVALABILTY I Updated: MonthlyUNAVAILABILITY. .

Chart Owner 30 4Q200

Hope Creek Site Engineering Director Goal: 92 hours per month

Nuclear plants are designed with a senes of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment
30 -to be removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Hope Creek

Residual Heat Removal Systems are out of service compared against industry top quartile. The total
represents the sum of both Residual Heat Removal trains at Hope Creek. This is a long-term trend of our
performance.

20 ____ _______________ _________ _ __ 17

Analysis: RHR System unavailability is meeting its goal. There were 80 hours of unavailability during the 4th
X 10 _... _ * ........... -.......... Quarter. Six percent (6%) was unplanned due to a breaker failure which was repaired. The remaining time

was due to surveillance testing and planned maintenance during the RHR System window. Performance in
2 November was a result of the planned system window maintenance.

0 ,
2002 2003 2004 Actions: Continue to maintain a high level of availability.

55 _ _

/1 *Good

45 .. . . ..............
40 _ _ ____ .___.______. ..___. ___._._._._........ ............... ......... ...._______. ._.__ .___......... . .......... ............ ..... .. . .......... ---- hy cta

-i 30 -__ ____

25 . ... ...... .. ....... .. ........... .... ......... ........... ... ................ . ................. .......... .. .... . ........ .... ........... ............. ......... .. ...... .. .. ....... ............ .......... .
- U-36Mon~t

2020 - __..- . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . _ R.._.___......_._l____i__.ng _-............. .__c___._tu........._. olilAta

15 _. _.__. _.._ ... . ._ .. .... . . __ .......... ._ ea~~ -~~~~ ~ ~~|-~- ----- _

10--- -----

_ - i = - M _ -- IndustryTop
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IThe sum of the planned and unplanned hours that the

SALEM UNIT 1 CHEMICAL VOLUME CONTROL AND mUpdated MonthlyVolume Controlanasaieiyijection ysters
Updatd: Mothwere not available.

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY

Chart Owner 302005 4Q2005

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 7.3 hours per tonth

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
40 - removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Salem Unit 1 Chemical Volume

Control and Safety Injection Systems are out of service compared against industry top quartile. The total represents
the sum of the four trains on Salem Unit 1. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

30 3-i' 3X0 __ ------_--. .. .. .._.._ _._.._ ....

120 ~:The goal was not met this Ouarter due to the 1 1 SI pump discharge valve being found in the incorrect
po__sitio(closed). A total of 113.5 unavailability hours were attributed to this event.

lo __10ii__ __ Actions A human performance improvement plan has been implemented in response to the November event.
_Umitng planned maintenance activities to refueling outage windows has resulted in improved CVC/SI system
unavailability in 2005. The non-ECCS charging pump was also retumed to service, decreasing the reliance on the

0 ECCSpumpsandthereforeminimizingpumpunavailabilityforpumplubeoilbiofoulingfcleaning. Continuingatthe
2002 2003 2004 current level of performance, the goal will be met by August 2007.

120 -

10 . .. .... .......... . .............. .................. ........ ............----.........-... ..... .......... .... Good

;W 0- __.-..-..-. -___-_.___ __.__._ -.-..--...- ________._ . -.--.--.-...-.....--..-. ___.__._. ____ ___._____ _.

c 8 _ e=Monthly

70 Actual

, 0 _ _____ .__ _ __

~50- -____________________________________________ -- -U-36 Month
eRolling

- Actual

| if--~ ~-~~ ~~ ~~-~~ ~-~~-~~ ~~21;7--~~--~~~~----18.6~~ ~- ---a _. ...ii - -,k - 36i8. M 6nont
20 - - -Industry Top

10 ... . ......-.. .. ... Quartile
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I . _____ Inhe sum of the planned and unplanned hours that the
SALE UNI 2 HEMIAL OLUM CO TROLANDChemical Volume Control and Safety Injection Systems

Updaed:Monhlywere not mialable.
SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY Udtd otl f

Chart Owner 30205 4Q205 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Salem System Engineering Manager Goal: 7.3 hours per month
(364noicath folling average)

Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
4D removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the Chemical Volume Control and

35 Safety Injection Systems are out of service compared against industry top quartile. The total represents the sum of
the four trains on Salem Unit 2. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

25

120 _ _ _ _

Anlyi The goal was not met. Salem Unit 2 Chemical Volume Control and Safety Injection System unavailability
was 17.3 hours at the end of the 4th Quarter versus a goal of 7.3 hours on a 36-month rolling average. In

- De 0cember, gear box cooler cleaning due to biof'ouling was required for the 21 charging pump.

Actions: Minimizing unavailability by limiting on-line maintenance work has resulted in improved system availability
D. in 2005. In addition, operation of the 23 POP has minimized unavailability of the centrifugal charging pumps by

200i2 2003 2004 limiting the frequency of biofouling cleaning associated with the pumps' lube oil and gear box coolers. Continuing at
tecurrent level of performance, the goal will be met by January 2007.

F 120) -

110 - * * - - - - - - . - . - ~ . - - . . - -~. . ......

iMonthly
80 - Actual

~70-

- -3SSMonth
5 -- ... . ... ........ .... ............................... ~. ~. ....... ........ . ...... .............................. ... Ralling

Actual
40-

0719.9 1. 18417.3 *a-36 Month
20 -- ..-.... 40-- U-.... ........ .... Induntry Top
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p~esmo h lanned and unolannedhusta h
HOPE CREEK HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION AND _ _ VhP it and ReactorCorsolation

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM Updated. Monthly Cooling Systems were not available.

lUNAVAILABILITY I 4

Chart Owner 3Q2a5s

Hope Creek Site Engineering Director Goal: 136"ioth rolling average)

l Nuclear plants are designed with a series of redundant safety systems and equipment. This allows equipment to be
1 3 - removed from service for maintenance. This metric monitors the amount of time the High Pressure Injection and

the sum of both systems at Hope Creek. This is a long-term trend of our performance.

i N20- I19_-1- -

! , Hope Creek High Pressure Injection and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System unavailability was 9.0 hours
lo _ _ _ - versus a goal of 14.6 hours on a 35-month rolling average. The goal was met. All unavailability hours incurred in the 4th

u > _ lowere associated with planned maintenance activities.

Actions: Continue to maintain a high level of availability.
2D02 2003 2004

5j- 1 Good
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